In the summer of 1948, the inhabitants of the Austrian city of Salzburg might have seen some very unexpected encounters. In the still badly damaged town, which saw around forty per cent of its buildings destroyed or damaged during the US bombings in 1944, an academic summer school in American studies was organized by Harvard University. Teachers from the US, led by the renowned sociologist Talcott Parsons, lectured over 170 doctoral candidates and young postdocs from all over Europe. For six weeks, young scholars from Germany, Austria, Italy, and England met with Poles, Czechs, and Hungarians, and listened to lectures on different topics from American culture, politics, and history.
Mutual contacts were forged, as well as closer, long-lasting transnational friendships. One of the participants in the summer school, Josef Polišenský, the thirty-two-year-old rising star of Czechoslovak historiography, noted in his memoirs that the most interesting person was " [ 1 Polišenský was not the only Czechoslovak participating in the conference. He was part of a group of six young Czechoslovak historians, literary scholars, and translators, whose travel and accommodation costs were paid for by the communist government of their home country, which had come to power after the political coup d'état only a few months earlier in February 1948. Polišenský and his fellow Czechoslovak academics were granted the opportunity to take part in constituting the international scholarly networks that started to emerge in the devastated postwar intellectual landscape of Europe; networks that, in many cases, transcended the political East-West division. Polišenský profited from these entanglements not only in terms of intellectual exchange; as he later conceded, without close ties to British Marxist historians he would never have discovered so early such products of Western popular culture as the Rolling Stones. 2 Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Polišenský and other selected members of East-Central European academia were able to sustain and broaden such networks. Although not entirely free to choose the venues for participating in the transnational exchange, and often under close observation by the state, some East-Central European scholars in the humanities were nevertheless able not only to maintain basic contacts with the West but also to import significant pieces of research and research methodologies, and to integrate them into local scholarship.
3 However, such contacts and influences between the historiographies on both sides of the Iron Curtain have not sufficiently been tackled by recent research on the history of twentieth-century historiography. 4 Many writings emphasize the Sovietization of university education and the subordination of research to a tight political and ideological policing by communist parties that brought about a rapid imposition of an entirely one-sided transfer of research methodologies, concepts, and practices from the Soviet Union. 5 However, some recent studies have shown that this one-sided transfer was, in many cases, quite unsuccessful and that local historiographies were able to maintain significant, although varied, levels of autonomy. 6 Nevertheless, the internal dynamic of development within the historiographies of the region is still seen in many cases as having been driven by either domestic forces in each respective country, or by transnational networks that were, however, only articulated within the spatial framework east of the Iron Curtain. Possible contacts with and influences from Western European historiographies constitute a field largely unexplored by scholars.
The following article endeavours to enter precisely into this terrain. By examining the reception that Thompson's seminal book on labour history, The Making of the English Working Class, had in the official historiographies of two countries of the East, Czechoslovakia and Poland, it attempts to shed light on possible contacts and influences transmitted across the Iron Curtain from the West to the East. 7 However, in order to understand the varied reception The Making had in the countries of the region, the article will also put it into the wider frame of the East-West scholarly contacts forged immediately after World War II. In adopting this larger framing, the article will examine some of the major works on nineteenth-century labour history that were produced by Czechoslovak and Polish historians after World War II. as well as the leading scholarly journals that were published as major platforms of their respective national historiographies. Here, references to Thompson's work as well as to some other seminal works of Western Marxist historiography will be traced, as will the ways in which Thompson and other Marxists from the West were accommodated into prevailing local narratives. Given the transnational scope and the lack of existing knowledge about the reception of Western labour history in East-Central Europe, the article tries to provide at least a basic and introductory overview of orthodox Marxism's reaction to one of the main works of Western leftist thought. 14 The recent writings of the French Marxists, particularly those by Albert Soboul, were closely surveyed and discussed. Polish relationships to the French revolutionary regime were sought, and Polish historians generally welcomed the systematic and straightforward class analysis of the causes and course of French history at the end of the eighteenth century. 15 Soboul's works, in particular, were praised as "[...] a model of historiographical clarity", 16 and translations of his shorter journal articles repeatedly appeared in the pages of central Polish scholarly journals. 17 However, as Polish historiography was probably the most open and receptive towards Western scholarship, British Marxist writings were also well known among Polish historians. In fact, it was Polish scholarship that was the first to go beyond a mere acknowledgement and start to critically engage with British writings. For instance, in 1963, Eric Hobsbawm's The Age of Revolution, published the year before, sparked some critical remarks by Polish historians. While Hobsbawm's Marxist approach, as well as his extraordinarily wide geographical span, was generally praised across East-Central Europe, 18 Polish historians questioned the book from a conceptual standpoint. Deploying what was later to become one of the main starting points of the postcolonial critique of the Atlantic historiographical tradition, Polish reviewers heavily criticized what they called the book's "Anglo-French" perspective, manifested in the depiction of European development in the first half of the nineteenth century as driven by the English industrial and French political revolutions. Regions east of the Rhine thus appeared, according to the critique, as merely passive objects reacting to the economic, social, and political dynamics brought to them from England and France. 19 In sum, in the 1950s and early 1960s, the historiographies of Czechoslovakia and Poland were clearly not cut off from Western scholarship. 20 this volcano's blaze was spotted even behind the Iron Curtain. However, if we look more closely at the reactions to Thompson's major piece, it appears that this blaze shone differently in each of the countries, and generally more dimly than in some other parts of the world.
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The Czechoslovak scholarly community, at least in all printed publications, effectively ignored The Making throughout the whole of the 1960s. Not a single review, discussion, or even a footnote found its way into the major scholarly journals or monographs on modern labour history. 21 In front of an international audience, Klíma reviewed the recent trends in Czechoslovak labour history, spoke about the leading role of the textile industry, the foundations of the first large industrial enterprises, and about the formation of the Czech organized working class, which, according to him and to the widely shared Czechoslovak consensus, emerged as an objective phenomenon, stemming from the dialectics of industrialization. In what was supposed to be a showcase of "best practice" Czechoslovak historiography of the mid-1960s, presenting the most recent developments in the field, Thompson remained entirely absent. While generally giving credit to the works of British labour historians, particularly Eric Hobsbawm, 22 Czechoslovak historians consistently ignored The Making and its conceptual challenges.
This absence is surprising given that Thompson's magnum opus was published in a period of relative liberalization, when significant shifts were 20 emerging within the intellectual landscape of the Czechoslovak humanities in general and historiography in particular. 23 Moreover, a second, revised edition of The Making was published by Penguin books in 1968 at the peak of the Prague Spring reform movement, and in the general context of the Czechoslovak intellectual and political thaw of the late 1960s. Younger historians, who had completed their studies after the war, were raising their voices in Czechoslovakia, refusing to follow uncritically the model of the older generation. There was criticism of the official version of Marxism, which tried only to adhere to the prefabricated interpretations forged not in the field of history but by ideological party apparatchiks. 24 Already in the first half of the 1960s, a new generation of scholars had set out in search of a new comprehensive narrative of Czechoslovak history. 25 Subsequently, in the second part of the 1960s, Czechoslovak historians reformulated almost all the previous standpoints of the orthodox Marxists, and forged a complex historical narrative of the "specific Czechoslovak way to socialism". This new interpretation served as the historiographical reference point of the Prague Spring reform movement.
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This shift within Czechoslovak historiography manifested itself basically on two levels. First, it encompassed a wide-reaching change in the perspectives, interpretations, and topics of historical writing. Second, it was carried out primarily by a younger generation of historians, who received the necessary support from a reform-oriented party leadership in accessing archives and acquiring foreign literature. The result of the first aspect was a strong turn to topics in twentieth-century history, and the writing of more or less conventional national history. 27 The narrative of these reform-oriented Prague Spring historians generally started with the foundation of Czechoslovakia in 1918, stressed the democratic traditions of interwar Czechoslovak communist thought, and culminated in the communist anti-Nazi resistance during World War II and the postwar system of the National Front. Less contemporary topics, such as industrialization and the early labour movement, or that of the Hussite rebellion, were, of course, still studied, but they did not enjoy the same state support and interest from younger historians. 28 Secondly, the rise of this younger generation of scholars pushed their older colleagues (such as Josef Polišenský), who had maintained very intensive contacts with British historiography in the 1950s, onto the defensive. Paradoxically, the more Czechoslovak historiography freed itself from its Stalinist traditions and started to emphasize the democratic traditions of Czechoslovak socialism, the more it lost its contacts with the West. Thus, when, in the second part of the 1960s, the interpretative frameworks of Czechoslovak historiography were probably most open to the approach and arguments of The Making, there was little interest in the history of early industrialization, let alone in British scholarship in this area. By that time, from an intellectual point of view, seemingly the most suitable for the broader reception of Thompson's work, there was no one to carry it out in Czechoslovakia owing to the strong "nationalization" of historical research.
Meanwhile, Polish historiography proved much more open towards Thompson's work, particularly The Making. This was a result of many factors, some of them reaching back to the interwar period. The high professional standard and international recognition of Polish interwar historiography encouraged many older historians not to depart from some of their pre-World-War-II methodological standpoints. Due to the moral authority of the Church, stemming from its role in World War II, Catholic influence remained valid, and, following Stalin's death in 1956, more orthodox Marxism remained just one of several methodological approaches, without being able to assume the position of a binding paradigm, as was the case in Czechoslovakia. 29 Thus, some Polish historians were able to follow recent developments in their respective fields in the West, including the publication of The Making, which received attention in Poland very early on. One of the two major Polish historical journals, Przeglad Historyczny [Historical Review], published a detailed review of Thompson's book as early as 1964. 30 The reviewer praised the extraordinarily wide heuristics and the geographical scope of the book, which comprised not only the prominent industrial centres of England but also smaller towns. He saw The Making primarily within the context of a specific British writing of labour history, and greeted the fact that However, the most striking feature of the book for the reviewer was the perception of the English working class not as an abstract theoretical structure, but as a particular historical phenomenon, emerging in a certain historical context and forged by real people. Here, the review clearly identified Thompson's main challenge for East-Central European labour history; namely, that the departure from highly structural economic determinism and the perception of the working class as an active subject of its own making had the greatest potential to question some of the main presumptions of local labour historians. The obvious dissonance with existing Marxist-Leninist interpretations, which saw the local working classes as mere objects that emerged from the impersonal structures of industrialization, made it hard to accommodate The Making into any existing communist stream of scholarship. Thus, the reviewer concluded, the work is "extremely suggestive" and "unprecedentedly innovative", and represents "a lasting contribution to the study of class culture". 31 The reviewer, Henryk Katz, remained one of a very few historians in East-Central Europe who openly expressed the obvious challenge that Thompson's work issued to local scholarship. Thompson's attempt to "humanize" labour history stood in stark contrast to the many writings framed by official Marxism produced all over East-Central Europe in the 1950s and at the start of 1960s, which cast the emergence of the local working classes as a depersonalized, objective historical process without paying much attention to the experiences of the actual historical agents. movement, university history departments, as well as the respective institutes of the Academy of Sciences, were subjected to ferocious purges. Over 140 historians were removed, and those who assumed their positions had very limited scope to look for any inspiration behind the Iron Curtain.
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Revisiting some of the main explanatory patterns of the 1950s, the emergence of a unified working class, standing at the forefront of the "emancipatory march of history", was a priori assumed and academic labour history just delivered empirical, often statistical, data to prove the exact time and place in which this happened. Although some of the quantitative methods and arguments paralleled the boom of social history that unfolded within most Western historiographies from the 1960s to the 1980s, the teleological concept of working class, which made an appearance in history only to march towards its inevitable victory and the establishment of the communist utopia, rendered the orthodox Marxist approach to labour history incompatible with the majority of Western scholarship.
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If there were any contacts with the West, they were found among older historians, who had been sidelined from the official historiography in the late 1960s but who were occasionally summoned to participate in international projects by Western partners. For example, when, in the mid-1980s, a large comparative project on relations between the middle-and working classes in nineteenth-century Europe emerged around the Bielefeld School in West Germany, it found a suitable partner in Czechoslovakia in the person of Jiří Kořalka, who became the main Czechoslovak contributor. Kořalka belonged to the generation of historians who had made their entry into Czechoslovak academia during the mid-1950s and who had helped to shape the local historiography on nineteenth-century labour history throughout the late 1950s and 1960s. 37 Despite his exclusion from the official stream of Czechoslovak historiography in the 1970s, spending the rest of the communist era in a provincial museum, Kořalka was still able to maintain his contacts with the West, acquired during the previous decades, and to occasionally contribute to international projects. 38 Having departed from the official Marxist orthodoxy, Kořalka and some other historians of his generation started to embrace more open approaches to the study of working-class formation. At the same time, they generally kept a focus on material conditions and thus could easily relate to Weberian approaches, which had a lot of currency in the 1970s and 1980s, particularly in West German social history in the vein of the Bielefeld School. 39 Therefore, even here, outside the mainstream of orthodox Czechoslovak labour history of the 1970s and 1980s, Thompsonian ideas could not resonate and were thus practically non-existent.
As already mentioned, historians in Poland recognized the significance of Thompson's work from early on. However, this recognition proved to be short-lived and The Making did not persistently enter the discourse even of the most open historiography of the region, which could boast steady and lively contacts with various currents of Western scholarship. The reasons were partly the same as in Czechoslovakia, yet also partly different. Although the overall intellectual climate of Polish historical scholarship provided probably the best conditions for The Making to be reflected upon, and for some of its main arguments to serve as a starting point for further discussions, the very topic of the book rendered it rather unattractive for Polish scholars. Although Henryk Katz had identified Thompson's work as a "lasting contribution to the study of class culture", it was symptomatic that he saw Thompson's book as solely relevant in the context of English labour history. In fact, and rather surprisingly for a socialist country, the established and institutionalized study of the history of work and the working class that was common in England, Czechoslovakia, and many other countries did not exist to such an extent in Poland. 40 Given the complicated political history of Poland, great investments were made in constructing a Polish postwar national narrative based not on the rise of a working class but on the history of rural emancipation or the role of the urban intelligentsia. 41 Due to the more limited degree of industrialization in nineteenth-century Poland, and the strong German influence on the Polish industrial landscape, it was hard for Polish historians to accommodate labour history within the general framework both of the emancipatory "forward march of history" and national history in the same way as their Czechoslovak colleagues did. Thus, while Polish historical writing proved very receptive to Western conceptual innovations in the fields of intellectual history or the economic history of rural areas, 42 the discipline of labour history remained beyond the mainstream of research and methodologically rather conservative. It focused mainly on quantifiable data on workers' material standards and mostly limited its research to the labour force employed in the emerging heavy industries. 43 Unlike some other regions of the world, where Thompson's magnum opus was echoed in the study of rural popular disturbances and movements, Poland did not see Thompsonian analytical categories being adopted in the fields of rural and agricultural history. 44 As one of the politically most relevant topics of Polish historiography, it was subjected to much more intensive official policing. Moreover, the research concentrated rather on the national dimensions of Polish rural history, drawing clear lines between the oppressing (German) nobility and the oppressed (Polish-speaking) rural classes. Such an ethnicized framework channelled research towards the formation of a Polish national consciousness in the countryside and left little space for the finer analysis of social stratification of rural communities or of rural riots.
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Looking at the Czechoslovak and Polish receptions of The Making, we can conclude that this historiographical "volcano" was spotted even behind the Iron Curtain. However, the internal developments of the local historiographies made it difficult for Thompson's work to become a lasting point of reference for local social historians. By the time it appeared, in 1963, the proclaimed (and, in part, actually practiced) communist internationalism of the 1950s had already passed its peak. In the 1950s and early 1960s, British and French Marxist historians were seen as natural allies by many East-Central European colleagues, and their work was sympathetically received. However, the reform-orientation that began to hold sway in the 1960s after the dismantling of Stalinism had the paradoxical consequence of gradually turning East-Central European historiographies towards more closed national narratives. This was the case in Czechoslovakia in the mid-to late-1960s, when Czechoslovakia needed to legitimize the Prague Spring reforms by stressing the singularity of the Czechoslovak historical path in the twentieth century, but also in the relatively more open academic environment of Polish historical writing.
Although the content of these emerging national narratives, as well as the national traditions they stressed, differed across East-Central Europe, the ongoing lack of interest in a transnational dialogue transcending the East-West division made it hard for Thompson's work to persistently enter Czechoslovak or Polish historiography. Moreover, Czechoslovak historians, with their long tradition of writing social and labour history, effectively ignored Thompson's work, even when their own perspectives shifted more to E.P. Thompson's New Left positions. Although his constant emphasis on the democratic traditions of English workers and artisans overlapped in many respects with the emerging Prague Spring narrative of Czechoslovak democratic socialism, the limitations of Czechoslovak reform-oriented historians, both in relation to geographical scope and specific time periods, prevented The Making from becoming a significant point of reference. After the suppression of the Prague Spring, the possibilities for reflecting on any Western thought became, by and large, very limited for academically established historians.
In Poland, the reception of The Making proved to be much more thorough, but also quite short-lived. Thompson's work was spotted practically immediately after its publication, reviewed, and discussed in terms of some of its most innovative approaches and arguments. But the weakness of Polish labour history made it hard to build upon this initially robust reception. Thus, it was placed solely within the context of British historiography, and, as such, greeted as an innovative piece, but with only very limited importance for Polish historical scholarship.
Returning to the Czechoslovak historian Josef Polišenský and his gratitude to the circle of British Marxist historians, who allegedly broadened not only his academic but also musical horizons: Whatever role Western, and predominantly British, Marxism played among East-Central European historians, it is safe to say that it amounted to much more than just promoting rock music. E.P. Thompson's share in this remained quite limited however.
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Bien que l'impact de l'oeuvre de Thompson en dehors du RU ait été reconnu et évoqué à maintes reprises, les manières dont des catégories et des concepts thompsonniens ou plus largement de la pensée marxiste de l'Ouest furent reçus dans les pays de l'ancien bloc de l'Est restent relativement peu claires. Mais si The Making (titre français: La Formation de la classe ouvrière anglaise) n'a jamais été traduite en polonaise, en tchèque ou en slovaque, les historiens des pays de l'Europe centrale et orientale n'étaient pas entièrement coupés des érudits occidentaux. D'importants instituts et universités dans tout le bloc communiste maintenaient des contacts fondamentaux avec des collègues à l'Ouest, et l'oeuvre de Thompson était connue parmi certains historiens locaux de l'histoire sociale. Le marxisme de l'Ouest en général et l'oeuvre de Thompson en particulier posèrent des défis qu'il fallut relever. Cet article retrace les manières dont des historiens de la Pologne et de la Tchécoslo-vaquie répondirent à ces défis à la position officielle de l'orthodoxie marxiste. En prenant The Making pour exemple, il met en valeur la réception (ou l'absence de réception) des influences occidentales sur l'érudition locale, et la dynamique de ces confrontations -qu'elles aient été affirmatives ou critiques -en relation avec le paysage politique changeant des pays de l'Europe centrale et occidentale après la Seconde Guerre mondiale. Si bien el impacto de la obra de Thompson más allá del Reino Unido ha sido reconocida y subrayada en numerosas ocasiones, las distintas formas en que las categorías y conceptos thompsonianos, o en sentido más amplio del pensamiento marxista occidental, fueron recibidas en los países que configuraban el bloque oriental todavía permanecen con grandes sombras. Aunque The Making (título español: La formación de la clase obrera en Inglaterra) nunca fue traducido al polaco, al checo o al eslovaco, los historiadores de los países de Europa centro-oriental no estaban desconectados por completo de los investigadores occidentales. Los principales institutos académicos y universidades a lo largo y ancho del bloque comunista mantuvieron contactos básicos con sus colegas en el Oeste, y la obra de Thompson fue conocida entre algunos historiadores sociales locales. El marxismo proveniente del Occidente en general, y la obra de Thompson en particular, plantearon retos que debían de ser enfrentados. En este artículo se perfilan las formas en que los historiadores de Polonia y Checoslovaquia dieron respuesta a los retos planteados a la posición oficial de la ortodoxia marxista. Tomando The Making como ejemplo, se destaca la recepción (o la ausencia de la misma) de las influencias occidentales sobre los estudiosos locales y las dinámicas de tales encuentros -ya fueran coincidentes como discordantes-en el contexto del paisaje político cambiante de los países de la Europa centro-oriental tras la Segunda Guerra Mundial.
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